
Offer big delights

by Dave Gibson

Anyone who has ever gone on

safari in Africa, and some who

have not, have heard of the “big

five.” The elephant, rhino, African

Cape buffalo, leopard, and lion

comprise the list that adventurers

strive to fill with their sightings,

but most never pay mind to the

lesser celebrated “little five.”

Nothing can equal the thrill that a

lucky few witness when a carni-

vore such as a lion makes a kill and

feasts on its quarry, but the ele-

phant shrew, rhinoceros beetle,

buffalo weaver, leopard tortoise,

ant lion, along with a plethora of

other smaller African creatures are

no less interesting and can make a

safari more rounded and fulfilling.

Consider the ignoble dung beetle.

Besides the mosquito quite possi-

bly the most noted of unheralded

African insects, it spends its entire

life living in and eating animal/ele-

phant waste. Forming dung into a

ball and rolling it in a meandering

but perfectly straight line, the bee-

tles are the only insects known to

orient to and navigate by the Milky

Way. Male dung beetles can pull

1,141 times their own bodyweight

and need their strength not only to

further their malodorous prize

along its way but to defend the

manure ball against competitors

looking to steal it. Once their des-

tination is reached, the dung ball is

buried and eggs are laid renewing

the cycle.

The common ant lion is not an ant

at all but rather feeds on them. As

fearsome-looking a predator as

you’ll ever encounter, with

armored exoskeleton and over-

sized mandible pincers, the larval

form concocts a devious concave

trap in the sand from which to

snatch prey. Ant lions resemble

damselflies when they are mature.

Geckos rate considerably higher

on the cuteness scale than does the

ant lion and likely will be your

constant companions inside your

tent or room during your safari.

The droppings that they inevitably

leave behind are a small price to

pay for twenty four hour insect

control. Multiple toe pads aligned

in rows allow the reptiles to cling

to surfaces even while hanging

upside-down. Yellow-headed

dwarf geckos are particularly col-

orful sporting a slate-blue body

with bright yellow head streaked

in blotchy black stripes. The red-

headed rock agama might be the

showiest of all lizards whose

vibrant orange head and iridescent

blue tail and legs are hard to miss.

The giant African millipede, at

nearly a foot in length, has to be

the largest of all the creepy-

crawlies on the continent.

Perfectly harmless, the docile

arthropod doesn’t bite and rolls up

into a ball when threatened. As

additional defense, millipedes

secrete a foul-tasting liquid mak-

ing them a less desirable meal.

Mongoose, however, have devised

a way of removing the disagree-

able substance by pushing the mil-

lipedes through grass until they are

palatable; able to include them as a

favorite part of their diet. Monkeys

have been reported rubbing milli-

pedes on their fur as an insect

repellent. Even the Yoruba people

of Nigeria have found a use for the

giant millipede, grinding them into

a powder to treat fever.

If you find yourself on safari and

a leopard is hunting, by all means

follow the leopard. But, when the

action slows down, don’t forget to

keep an eye out for Africa’s small

wonders.
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